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BROUGHT TO YOU BY

ADVERTORIAL

Always be cautious when talking to strangers, especially
on the Internet and on social media. Drugs can be
peddled online. When something is suspicious or too
good to be true, make sure to do your research or ask a
trusted adult – such as your parents – for help.

Drug abuse is harmful and can cause damage to your
brain, heart and liver. Even trying it once can make you
addicted, so you should never even start.

Remember: Say ‘No’ to drugs firmly and bravely.

Can you be a
hero of life?
What kind
of new
possibilities

can you create? Scan the QR
code to watch a winning entry
from the DrugFreeSG Video
Competition 2021!

It’s not all fun and games...
Current Team

3 players

CandyCrusher

*CuriousAlice joined JustAndre’s World*

*JustAndre kicked CandyCrusher out of the Team*

JustAndre is typing...

JustAndre
It says there are special ‘candies’ laced with
drugs that pretend to make people feel better and
stronger. But they are actually really bad for health.
Didn’t CandyCrusher say he felt bad afterwards?

JustAndre
Drugs are harmful and addictive, so we
must never take these unknown substances.

JustAndre
Alice! I don’t think CandyCrusher is actually eating
sweets. Didn’t you watch this video that Captain Drug
Buster sent? https://youtu.be/VzQ0mVPuCz0

CuriousAlice

Hey Andre! Which enemy are we fighting today?

JustAndre
It’s all thanks to CandyCrusher
here. He did everything

JustAndre

LOL really? That sounds very
suspicious. Candies can’t do that.

CandyCrusher

Well, I always take this special ‘candy’ which
helps my thinking and keeps me focused. This way,
it’s so easy to beat the game’s big bosses

CandyCrusher

I got this ‘candy’ from someone else online. I take it
to feel strong for a while. But I tend to have difficulty in
concentration, poor memory and anxiety afterwards LOL

CandyCrusher
This ‘candy’ has also made me popular in school and
makes me look cool. So what if it’s actually harmful?

JustAndre
Alice! We just defeated the Jawbreaker boss!!!

Oh wow! How?
CuriousAlice

CuriousAlice

Hmm tell me more, CandyCrusher. Sounds interesting!

CuriousAlice
It’s probably not that bad. Now I feel
like getting some for myself too

CuriousAlice

JustAndre


